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Who’s it aimed at? (Age): 6+

Aims: 
To encourage creativity in a supportive 
and nurturing environment. To help 
generate new material. To improve listening, 
collaboration and present- moment 
awareness.

What you’ll need: 
Ideally an open space for movement (adaptable for 
a classroom), imagination & a sense of humour.

Purpose: to help create freely and have fun while 
doing it. This exercise prevents our critical quality taking 
over and blocking creative flow. It improves listening 
and present moment awareness. It is a good ice-breaker, 
improving the group dynamic through rotating partner work. 
It also expands the creative mind to go beyond conventional day-
to-day activities, and in so doing opens up increased possibilities. Originally 
developed by comedians, it does often go in the direction of comedy and in so doing can 
unlock great joy and laughter.

How it Works:
1. Participants get into pairs

2. When in pairs they assign themselves a number (1 and 2)

3. Number 2 goes first! and says “Let’s go to…”1

4. From then on it bounces back and forth between number 1 and number 2 as they go 
on an adventure together! As it bounces back and forth, the first two words are always the 
same: “Yes and…”2

The pairs can change places every 1-2 mins — suitable music to assist with this is: J Dilla - 
the king of beats Vol. 1 https://open.spotify.com/album/27xemdV6LEuA82QUa0wW6d?si=-
Hw-C7JVcT6WnAclW8EfNrg

To assist with the logistics of place changing number 1’s can stay where they are and 
number 2’s move clockwise around the room (or alternatively in a clear journey that snakes 
from desk to desk around the classroom). On arrival, the number 2 says “Let’s go to…” 
which instantly starts the next “Yes and…” with the new number 1 as a new pair. 3

1  It really can be anything “the beach”, “the shops”, “my nan’s house” or a destination “New York”, “The 
Maldives”, “Botswana” etc. A helpful (but not essential) thing is that it’s a place they want to go as 
this stimulates a joyful quality.

2  This can literally be the first thing that comes into their head, whatever that may be! Once we start 
going over potential ideas, and ranking them as good or not, then our critical faculty is already 
at play. The way the exercise is set up is that there is no wrong offers, which is often a unique 
experience for the participants and leads to great openings, relaxation and joy.

3  The number 2’s can be encouraged to go with new destinations, rather than repeat themselves, if 
this doesn’t happen naturally.

https://open.spotify.com/album/27xemdV6LEuA82QUa0wW6d?si=-Hw-C7JVcT6WnAclW8EfNrg
https://open.spotify.com/album/27xemdV6LEuA82QUa0wW6d?si=-Hw-C7JVcT6WnAclW8EfNrg


Level 2: 
Try to develop the scene rather than just make a list of different things to do!

e.g. “Let’s go to the beach, yes and we can build a sandcastle, yes and create a moat 
around the castle for the sea to fill, yes and when the sea starts to fill the moat we can 
stand on our castle and pretend we are the king and queen, yes and we can dance our 
secret dance on top of the castle as the sea water rises etc.”

rather than…

“Let’s go to the beach, yes and we can build a sandcastle, yes and we can have an ice 
cream, yes and we can jump in the waves, yes and we can then go home and go to bed etc.” 

The first example can be explained as “going in” while the second one is more “going along” 
if that helps.

Level 3: 

Make an action to go with each “Yes and…” offer, which both number 1 and number 2 do 
together until there is a new suggestion e.g. in the example above, start digging the sand 
when saying “we can build a sandcastle” etc.

Alternative uses of exercise:
As a written exercise - each participant writes a “Let’s go to…” and passes in a loop around 
the class, for everyone else to add a “Yes and…”

Individually- adding to ideas, either orally or in writing, with the same supportive energy 
that is stimulated by saying or writing “Yes and…”

Re-purposed Rubbish 
A classroom resource inspired by pollution, 
global warming and climate change
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Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


